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This invention relates to a water circulating system for 
swimming polls or the like, and in which the water of the 
pool is intended to be cleaned, as by passing it through 
a ?ltering tank. 
wOne method of maintaining the water of a swimming 

pool clean is to skim the surface thereof continuously, 
since a major portion of foreign material collects at the 
surface. To this end, a skimming gutter is customarily 
provided, and a thin ?lm of water is intended to ?ow over 
the ledge of the gutter from the main body of water, 
thence passed through a ?ltering tank, and back to the 
main body of water, with the assistance of a water pump. 
For proper operation of the pump, the rate that the 

water ?ows into the skimming gutter must precisely bal~ 
ance the rate at which the pump can withdraw this water. 
If such condition can be maintained, the pump contin 
uously has its ‘charge, thereby avoiding an air lock. Fur 
thermore, this balanced relationship is important in order 
that the level of Water in the gutter may be maintained 
su?iciently below the ledge for the skimming action to 
take place. This balanced condition is highly dependent 
upon a precise incremental height of water of the pool 
as compared with the level of the ledge of the skimming 
gutter. If the water level is too low, water enters the 
gutter at a reduced rate and the pump runs dry. If the 
water level is below the ledge, no cleaning action whatso 
ever takes place. If the level is too high, the gutter be 
comes ?lled since the capacity of the pump has not in 
creased, and soon the level of the gutter is the same as 
that of the main body of Water, and no skimming action 
or surface ?ow takes place. 
A ?oat valve operated in response to a change in level 

of the water in the pool could be provided, adding water 
to the pool from an external source. In such a system, 
the operating mechanism would have to be set such that 
a very accurate level would be maintained with respect 
to the rate at which the pump withdraws the water over 
the ledge, in order to make best use of the pump. If the 
rate that the pump withdraws the over?ow water be sub 
ject'to change, such valve mechanism would have to b_ 
adjusted accordingly. Furthermore, such adjustment 
would be extremely critical, since even a few thousandths 
of an inch added to the water level would have a cumu 
lative effect upon the system. ‘ 

It is an object of this invention to overcome such dis 
advantages, and to improve, in general, the circulating 
systems of this general character. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a cir 
culating system for a swimming pool or other body of 
liquid, utilizing a skimming gutter in which the level of 
water in the pool is automatically maintained within ex 
tremely close limits in relation to the rate that the pump 
can handle the over?ow. By such a system, independent 
adjustment of a ?at operated mechanism for different 
pump installations is obviated, andthe system can readily 
be operated for different circulating rates. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a sys 
tem of this character that maintains a precise level of wa 
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ter. the/pool without requiring expensive extra-sensi 
tive equipment. ' > ' 

\ It is still another object ‘of this invention to provide an 
improved system for maintaining a precise level of water , 
.in a swimming pool, or other container, utilizing'a sump 
fed by the skimming gutter, and an external Water supply 
operated in response to a decrease in-level of water in the 
sump, thereby maintaining a charge for the circulating 
pump, and providing anincremental volume of Water for 
the pool as determined by a decreased rate of ?ow of wa 
ter into the skimming gutter. ; y ' > 

This .invention possesses many other advantages, and 
has other objects which :may be made more clearly ap 
parent from a consideration of one embodiment of the 
invention. For this purpose-there is shown a form‘ in 
the‘drawings accompanying and forming part of the pres 
ent speci?cation; The, form will now be described in de-‘ 
tail, illustrating the. general principles of the invention; 
but it is to be understood thatthis detailed description 
is not to be takenin a limiting sense, since the scope 
of this invention is best de?ned by the appended claims. 
vReferring to the drawings: 
Figure l isa diagrammatic view illustrating a vswimming 

pool incorporating the present invention; , 
Fig. 2. is a plan view, taken in the direction illustrated 

by the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; ' ' 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view illustrating a portion of the 
operative mechanism illustratedinFig. 1;, 

Figs, 4 ‘and 5_ aresectional views, taken along the planes 
indicated by'lines,,4—4 and 5,:——_-5{Of Fig. 3, respectively; 

Fig. 6|is a View: similar ,tqFig, :3, illustrating a modi?ed 
form of the present inventiomand ,. I ' 

Fig. 7 .is ahsectional view,5_taken alongthe ‘plane indi 
cated byline7—‘7ofFig.6.>.,g,_ ~ . 

In the drawings, ‘a conventional. form of swimming 
pool 10, formed in this instanceofpoured concrete, is 
illustrated; ‘Itcontains, a main body, of water 11. At 
one end of the swimming pool there is provided an out 
let 12 of a water supplyline ,13 for maintaining the de 
sired volume o_f_ water llinlthe. pool 10. At the other 
endof the pool, 10, is a scumgutter .14 adapted to receive 
water from the pool .10. It is generally of channel con 
?guration.‘ ~ Oneside of the gutter 14 is formed by a ver 
tical ledge 15, the upper edge of which cooperates with 
the uppersurface 16 of the body. of water 11 to produce 
a skimming action. The gutter 14 may be formed of 

‘ poured concrete‘ integrally with the pool, or in any suit 
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able manner. _ l 1 . 

The gutter 1'4 is'ill'us‘trated ‘as extending only along one 
end of the pool 10, and thesupply line 13 is illustrated as 
disposed at the opposite end of ‘the pool 10. Accordingly, 
the ?ow of the upper level of Water extends uniformly in 
one direction substantially throughout the length of the 
pool._ A, complete skimming action is thus provided. 
Other arrangements could be provided; the speci?c form 
herein illustrated serves merely asa basic organization 
in which the system incorporating this invention is used. 

If the surface 16 is slightly. above the ledge 15 and the 
level of water in the gutter isv substantially less, a ?lm 
of water will ?ow over‘ the ledge, producing'the desired 
‘skimming action. - v , . . 

This upper ?lm of water may boot the order of several 
hundredthslof an inch in' thickness. It will contain a 
substantial amount of any foreign material that may be 
in the pool.' _ - I _ 

‘Water received by the gutter‘l4 is intended to be recir 
culated by the aid of conduit means 17, a pump 18, and 
‘a supply line 13leadingbackinto the main body of water 
11.’ A usual ?lter tank 19 is interposed in the recircula 
tionpath, A vselectively,adjustable valve 30 controls the 
?ow of water in the conduit 17 to the pump 18;. 
An outlet conduit 31 between the deep end of ‘the pool 
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10 and. the conduit l'Lprovides .tonthecirculationoftwatem 
from the lower levels of the pool, at which place additional 
foreign material may exist. ‘A valve 32, similar to valve 
30; is :placed in':th'e1ico'nduitf'i'all andli's' ‘adjustable? ‘~ fIfWillf i 

?rst be assumed that the valve 32 is completelycloseds‘ The level 16 mustl-be'm'aintainedi at a de?nite'value ‘‘ as 

compared with‘ the‘ledge 15; ‘and the capacity of the pump” 
18 in .orderiitoimaintainYpropeF ‘cleaning efficiency‘ for‘-v 
the pool 10. - 

If the. level'16-exce'eds- a lcertain‘amount for a given 
rate of withdrawal;ofithel-over?owfwater by-the pump 
18, the'level' of waterf'in the‘ ‘gutter 14 must rise. The 
skimming‘actioniof the'led’ge-115'may*be impaired'by’virtue ' 

. of an equalization of levels on‘bo‘thlsides- of theledgel; 
On the. other» hand;- should the" level 16>.of‘the ‘main 

body 'ofiiwate'ribe'l less-than- a certain amount.‘ for a given“v 
rate? of. withdrawal,‘- even to the'extent ‘of‘a few thou-‘r 
sandthsof ‘an; inch, improperop‘eration of the pump will 
result. ' Thus, the-system» will operate to vvinjectairinto ’ 
the pump, thereby producinglanrl undesired" air lock.‘ The - 

Also, the ?ow" 
of water will be less than ‘can be accommodated ‘by‘the' 
pump‘ 18,3and.the'wsystetn'lwill notl'be operating at its‘ 

skimming action will-then be irregular; 

peak- e?iciency. > 
To overcome these conditionsga sump 21 forms a part 

of ‘a continuous recirculation vvpath-of the water; This 
sump 21 accommodatesra ‘relatively ‘small body of water; 
It-may-be formed in‘ an‘appropriate‘manner' adjacent the 
gutter 14. The sump 21 maintains a-charge'fo'r the pump ‘ 
18 and. determines a propertlevellof thesurface ‘16; It is 
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30 
fed by an outlet conduit‘ 22‘from> the" gutter14,~and it feeds‘ ' 
the-‘fconduit means --17-1to‘ the pump" 18. The pump‘ ‘18 . 
withdraws’ water fromi‘the'sump'lata substantially con'-‘ 
stantrate for a lgiven‘setting oftlié‘valve?tl. Since the 
sump 21 is fed by the gutter"14,-’the'level 23' of ‘the-sump“ 
must be constantly maintainedrbelowthat of the‘ledge, 15 
so that proper skimming action ‘results. 
new‘ of water over thelledg‘é‘iS‘corresponds preciselyito 
the rate of-with'drawalioft-"water by’the pump l8‘from' 
the sump 21- ?lled'withiw'ater, thej'system' will be" oper'-" 
ating- at its maximum?‘ ‘circulating;‘eiificien‘cyz'v 

Since. a certain- f volumel'o?waterfmust“ inevitably‘ be" ' 
lost from the pool 10,‘?throughevaporation "and'oth'er' 
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causes,vth'e1 level ‘of the surface ‘161?of"thefpool‘ 10 would 1‘ 
ordinarily tend to lower ‘with’ respect to the ledge 15.‘ To‘ 
overcomethis tendency, ani-‘ex'ternal‘supply‘ line 20*‘di5 
rectly‘ supplies water-to'the sump ‘21' as needed 1011181112‘ 
tain it at a certain~level 23','~bel'ow‘~‘the level'16 ‘ofilthe’" 
poolj For this purpose, ar'fvallve‘r24 isdllirstrated "that “ 
is controlled‘ by'a seams ‘itf‘the‘ ‘sump’ 21:“ Should'tlrei' 
level of the surface 16 lower suchgas tovprovide‘amin: 
sufficient how ‘of water into" the‘sum'p’ ‘21‘, ‘withrespect‘to 
the rate'of "withdrawalrtherefrom’, thei?oat'25 Will-operate‘ ' 
to introduce additionaliwate'r. ‘ ' ‘ , _ g H _ 

By; supplying‘ w'a‘tei" directly-1o ‘the-shmp, 21' rather than 
to‘ the main body'of-'\5vater‘1l,‘it‘ _ ' ’ 

continuously operateshwhh a 'ful'lfcharge‘ ofj?tiid'.“ The” 
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supply-20,~-it vwill dischargeiwaterinto the pool ate-a rate" 
dependent only upon its set :operating condition. Thus, 
if the rate of withdrawal of water from the sump 21 by 
the pump 18 is suddenly increased, such .as by further 
opening the valve 30, the pool 10 momentarily receives 
more water than is discharged. therefrom over the ledge 
15. But such condition is soon overcome when the level 
of the surface‘16-firises under the in?uence of .a greater 
rate of supply of water from'the supply outlet 12. At 
such time, the discharge over the ledge 15 increases by 
virtue of the increased incremental height of the surface 
16. Such increased discharge .over'the ledgeliplus the 
water added to the sump 21. from. the'external supply 
20, will bring the system into equilibrium for a greater 
rate of circulation. 

Should the rate of withdrawal of water from the sump 
21 he suddenly reduced, such as by manipulating the 
valve 30; ‘the pool, 10' momentarily will discharge- more 
water over. the ledgelS than‘ it receives'from the supply , 
outlet 12." The level 2301' the sump 21 will then rise 
above the cut-off position of ‘the ?oat 25. The levelylfti" 
above the ledge 15 ‘wilfthen drop to a point in. which‘ 

the discharge rate-into the gutter 14 is balanced by rate of supply ‘from the pump 18. Evaporation soon re; ’ 

duce's the water in the system, and the level in the: sump . 
zf'th'en drops below the cut-off position of the ?oat, 25,.1 
.andnormal steady“ state operation resumes for a reduced} 
rate'off circulation. The level ofthe sump 21 may-110114.a 
mall‘ylbe su?icientlybelow the top ofv the ledge 15. solas". 
measure that even in'the eventof an extreme rise in. the... 
level of “the sump ‘21, such as occasioned. by a sudden;: 
lowering in the ratev of withdrawal .of water from. the. 
sump- 21 by. the pump-18,.the sump Water ‘does not.rise..|. 
su?iciently. to. impair proper skimmingaction. ’ 1 

By?utiliiing the sump construction, 21 with a float 25.. 
directly .Iesponsiveto an-increased capacity of the pump,“ 

7 18’, the system can. smoothly adjust itself- for operation“ 
according to the‘ condition ‘of the pump18 and the setting 
of the‘ valve 30.‘ __ ' . ~ ‘ 

The present system makes it possibleto use a small size n 
pump: 18'," minimizing the cost of a circulating system,v Y 
‘but yet‘. insuring .that the level ‘of the surface 16 corre». 
sponds precisely ,tothe requirements of the pump 18... ‘ 7. 

Since .the sump 21 is small in volume in comparison -, 
with .anynormal .rate of flow of_ water over the ledge 15,-. 
the.level'.23..of thesump isextrasensitive to suchlrate of... 
?ow. A ‘substantial change in this level 23 will be caused~ 
by ,even :a slight change in how of water over the ledge 
15,.suchf asamayt becaused by a loss in height of the sure > 
face '16. ?off atfewthousandthsof an inch. Accordingly,» _ 
thé?dat yalve 24 can be of ordinary constructiom: and-gr 

- yet-the?oatv 25 operating the valve will effectively provide 

“55 
insured that'thepump“ _ 

water admitted “to the'sump '21 *by‘the external‘ supply 
eventually ?nds“ its‘: way‘ into‘ "the'main' ‘body of 7 water '11‘; . 
thereby tending to’ increase/the: level :16: . Theexternal' 
supply- thus” brings the system?to 

60 

ledge‘ is increased"to"an"am‘ouiit* such that the" rate‘of’Q 
supplying external water into the sump 21' to‘ge‘th'e'r'withm 

gutter '14 Pconesponds-td-theratef of'withdrawai "of‘wa‘te’r" 
65 

from‘the sump 21‘ 5by; the‘pump '18? Thelevelbf‘the". 
surface 16 is then maintained at a height to produce the?‘ 

stantially to the‘ capacity 'ofl'th'e pump-‘1s: Since p 

v . '70 

The system‘ Warsaw“ 'atie'allyac'commodate‘itself‘such .' 

theipr'oper. volume of water for the systemg - to 
If'ft'he valve .32 is-opened during the operation. of :them 

skiihmingsystemr precisely theQsame skimming {action}; 
results. A portion of‘the'pur'np capacityis then‘ used": 
'for recirculating water 'from'the bottom.~.of the pool 10; ;" 
andlnot all .'of.the pump capacity is useful for withdraw,» ,~ 
ing._.wate_r gfromtthe-sump 21 and keeping the leveled“ 
water in the pool 10 above the skimming ledge. , Thecom», 
bined settingof. the valves 39 and 32 determines the. rate 
lo?awithdrawal'of water. from thesump 21 for a-givemr; 
operating condition of the ‘pump 18. The combined-set-‘zg. 
tings-of thehvalves 30' and '32‘ ‘determines the: skimming ' 

rate, ratherth'an the valve 30 alone. _ 7 ~ ‘ V .' It ‘has. beenassumed ‘that the external‘ supply ‘line-‘2'612 

is<capablevof>a su?icient?owlrate ‘to ‘prevent a material“ 
drop-Lin the ~levelfof=water in the sump 21 below’ the‘?cuts‘ 
o??5posit_ion"of=the ?o'at 25; The supply 'line‘20, ‘however; 
mayinot-‘bé suflicient' .to meet highv requirements :of?th‘e' ’ 

‘ pump"18'‘to vmaintain a charge for it,‘ especially arise ' 

18 always has_asupplyipfwater‘fromithe sumpfZ‘IQfWhich“ 
consistent-water from‘ the‘ ‘ledge 15 and from‘ the ‘external 75 

level of the water’ 11 of the ‘po0ll10 is- lower .thanthe ' 
ledge-15;": ~ . . ., . > \' 

For the purpose- of insuring that the pump 18 always ? 
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has a su?icient charge of water, despite a small supply 
conduit 20, a plug valve construction 26 is carried by a 
stem 27 secured to the ?oat 2 3. The plug 26 has a series 
of angularly spaced longitudinal grooves 28, permitting 
only a restricted passage of water into the conduit 17 
and to the pump 18 when the plug 26 is positioned at the 
inlet of the conduit 17. The combined area of the grooves 
28 will be su?iciently small such that, when the plug is 
positioned, the ?ow to the conduit 18 is restricted to an 
amount at least equal to or, preferably, less than the 
maximum rate of supply capable of the conduit 20. 
Accordingly, the level of water in the sump 21 will be 
prevented from any further substantial lowering, and the 
pump 18 will have a su?icient charge of water to prevent 
it from operating under undesirable conditions. 
For guiding the plug 26, a guide 29 dependingly carried 

from the plug 26 is accommodated within the conduit 17. 
It insures that the plug 26 will cooperate with the conduit 
17 upon a drop in level 23. The guide 29 may be of any 
suitable form. In the present instance, it is in the form 
of a plurality of radial arms. 
At the normal shut-o? level 23 indicated in the draw 

ings, the plug 26 is su?iciently above the conduit 17 such 
that it will not materially in?uence the rate of ?ow from 
the sump 21, such as was ?rst described. 

In the form illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, a slightly dif 
ferent construction is shown for insuring a suf?cient 
charge of water for the pump 18. 

In the present case, a conduit 33 is provided in place 
of conduit 17. This conduit 33 extends upwardly from 
the ‘bottom of the sump 21. A butter?y valve 34 within 
the conduit 33 has secured thereto a stem 35 extending 
through and beyond appropriate apertures 36 of the con 
duit 33 for pivotally mounting the valve 34. 
The plane of the butter?y valve normally extends longi 

tudinally of the conduit 33, but may be adjusted about 
the "axis of the stem 35 to provide a reduced rate of ?ow 
from the sump 21 upon a substantial drop in the level 23. 
For this purpose, a crank arm 37 has one end carried 
by the stem 35 for rotation therewith. The other end 
of the crank arm is secured to the ?oat 25 by a chain 38. 
For mounting the chain to the arm 37, a bolt 39 is pro 
vided that is threadedly carried by the arm 37 and about 
which a link of the chain extends. On the other end of 
the stem 35, a crank arm 40, similar to crank arm 37, is 
provided. This crank arm 40 is secured to the stem 35 
for rotation therewith. A weight 41 appropriately carried 
by the arm 40, as illustrated in Fig. 7, is so positioned on 
the shaft with respect to the chain mounting 39, such as 
to maintain the chain 38 taut for all positions of the ?oat 
25. 

If the level 23 in the sump decreases materially, the 
operating mechanism for the butter?y valve 34 causes 
the plane of the valve 34 to "be transverse to the length 
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6 
of the conduit 33, thereby reducing the apparent capacity 
of the pump 18 and insuring a charge for the pump 18. 
At a horizontal position of the butter?y valve 34, cor 

responding to maximum throttling, there is a suf?cient 
passage of Water around the periphery of the valve 34 to 
permit a limited ?ow of water. 

Even with a restricted ?ow to the pump 18, such as is 
permitted by the plug 26 or valve 34, the level of the 
pool 10 will ultimately rise such as to provide a ?ow of 
water into the sump 21 from over the skimming ledge. 
When a su?icient amount of water has been added to the 
system, the level of water in the sump 23 returns to at 
least the cut-off level of the ?oat 25, and normal opera 
tion as above described is resumed. 
The inventor claims: 
1. In a circulatory system for a body of liquid in a con 

tainer: a sump for receiving liquid from the container; 
a pump having an inlet connected to the sump and an 
outlet adapted to discharge into the container; a ?oat 
cooperating with the liquid in the sump; a valve operated 
by the ?oat for controlling an external source’ of liquid; 
said valve being operable upon a lowering of the ?oat 
from a pre-determined level to introduce additional liquid 
into the sump; and a ported plug cooperating with said in 
let and carried by said ?oat for restricting the ?ow of 
liquid into said inlet upon a lowering of the level of liquid 
in the sump in a pre-determined'amount. 

2. In a circulatory system for a body of liquid in a 
container: a sump for receiving liquid from the container; 
a pump having an inlet connected to the sump and an out 
let adapted to discharge into the container; a ?oat coop 
erating with the liquid in the sump; a ?rst valve operated 
by the ?oat for controlling an external source of liquid; 
said ?rst valve ‘being operable upon a lowering of the 
?oat from a pre-determined level to introduce additional 
liquid into the sump; and a second valve cooperable with 
said inlet, said second valve approaching closed position 
upon a lowering of the level of liquid in said sump. 
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